Modulation of Oxidative Stress Responses by Vitamin E, or Vitamin A plus Vitamin C Treatment in Human Retinal Pigment Epithelial Cells
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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to characterize the potential of vitamins to protect the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) from oxidative stress (OS). We have previously shown that OS induces the expression of AP1 transcription factors (FOSB, CFOS and ATF3), but is modulated by pretreatment with vitamin C (200 µM). We propose that OS-induced AP1 expression can be used as a biomarker of OS to test the efficacy of vitamins to limit the impact of OS in the RPE. Here we examined the efficacy of vitamin E or combined vitamin A plus vitamin C to modulate OS-induced AP1 expression in the RPE. We pretreated human ARPE-19 cells with vitamin E (0 - 7.5 µM) or with combined vitamin A (10 or 15 µM) plus vitamin C (50 or 100 µM) for 3 days prior to exposure to 500 µM H2O2 OS for 1 - 4 h. AP1 expression was assessed using qRT-PCR. Pretreatment with ≥2.5 µM vitamin E significantly decreased OS-induced AP1 expression at 1 - 4 h OS, compared to controls. Lower doses of vitamin E were ineffective at modulating OS responses. Pretreatment with 100 µM vitamin C combined with 15 µM vitamin A protected RPE cells from OS-induced AP1 expression. There is an additive and potentially protective effect of 100 µM vitamin C and 15 µM vitamin A on FOSB expression at 4 h, and a potentially protective effect of 100 µM vitamin C and 15 µM vitamin A on CFOS expression at 1 h OS. A protective effect was also seen with 15 µM vitamin A pretreatment alone on ATF3 expression. Thus, “sub-therapeutic” levels of multiple vitamins may protect RPE cells better than higher doses of a single vitamin. This OS-induced AP1 expression biomarker...
assay may be useful to identify complex antioxidant formulations as therapeutics for degenerative diseases that are thought to be caused by OS, like age-related macular degeneration.
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1. Introduction

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is the most common cause of visual impairment in aging populations in the industrialized world and results from complex interactions between environmental, nutritional and genetic factors. AMD pathology includes degeneration of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), the photoreceptors, Bruch’s membrane and neural retina. Elevated exposure to oxidative stress (OS) is thought to be a fundamental mechanism of AMD disease pathogenesis [1]-[3]. The RPE in vivo is exposed to chronically high levels of harmful reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (ROS/RNS), which are produced from high rates of mitochondrial respiration, high retinal oxygen content, direct photic damage, digestion of oxidized outer segment membrane lipids and lipofuscin-sensitized photo-oxidation [1]-[4]. This OS can be modulated by endogenous and dietary antioxidants, however if the ROS levels exceed these repair mechanisms, then oxidative damage to proteins, DNA, RNA and organelles can occur. Because limiting ROS accumulation is important for maintaining normal retinal function, and because multivitamin supplementation was shown in the Age-Related Eye Disease Study to reduce the risk of moderate AMD disease progression to advanced AMD [5] [6], current research has focused on identifying dietary and nutritional antioxidants that limit OS in the retina and that may be efficacious for AMD therapy.

Dietary exposure to vitamins A, C, and E plays an important role in neutralizing ROS and maintaining homeostasis in the retina. Vitamin A and its derivatives affect many developmental and differentiation pathways in the cell by modulating gene expression through inhibition of AP1 (activator protein) transcriptional activity and through its antioxidant free radical scavenger properties [7]-[13], all of which make vitamin A supplementation an attractive therapy to limit OS-induced damage for a variety of neurodegenerative disorders, including AMD [14]-[16]. Vitamin C is an essential nutrient that functions as an enzyme co-factor and is the most abundant water-soluble antioxidant in the blood. Vitamin C is found in the cytoplasm and in cell membranes where it scavenges ROS and protects the cell from free radical-mediated OS induced-cell damage, and also protects cell membranes by recycling vitamin E, thereby preventing lipid peroxidation [17]-[21]. Vitamin E is a major lipid-soluble antioxidant in mammalian membranes and blood and is a chain-breaking antioxidant that can react with peroxyl radicals to inhibit auto-oxidation of polyunsaturated fatty acids and lipoproteins of cell membranes [22]-[26]. Vitamin E plays an important role in ocular homeostasis, and vitamin E deficiency causes retinal degenerative diseases in animal models. Importantly, treatment with these vitamins has been shown to protect various cell types, including RPE cells, from OS-induced cytotoxicity and from OS-induced gene expression and altered activity of transcription factors, including AP1 [27]-[32].

The major AP1 transcription factor family genes include members of the FOS, JUN and ATF subfamilies, and collectively are important regulators of redox status, cellular homeostasis and proliferation. Many extracellular stimuli, including H2O2 oxidative stress and ultraviolet damage, can activate the diverse signaling pathways that triggers phosphorylation of AP1 proteins, including stress kinases, mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPK/ERK) and NFkB pathways [33]-[37]. AP1 proteins play a major role in controlling the cellular responses to extracellular stress by regulating the expression of genes that control cell survival, apoptosis, proliferation and differentiation [36] [38]-[43], and these effects are moderated by different transcriptional activities of the various AP1 dimers [44] [45]. We have previously shown that AP1 genes FO SB, CFOS, and AT F3 are key early molecular responders whose mRNA and protein levels are dose and time dependently activated in RPE cells in response to H2O2 OS. This OS response can be reduced by pretreating the cells with 200 µM vitamin C but is not seen at lower levels of vitamin C supplementation [46] [47]. We have proposed that OS-mediated AP1 expression represents a biomarker for the response of RPE cells to OS and can be used to screen compounds that
may be efficacious at lowering OS in the RPE.

We are interested in understanding the cellular and molecular mechanisms by which vitamins exert their protective effects in the RPE, and examining the effective dose ranges for single and combined vitamin treatment in the RPE. This may provide a rationale for the use of multiple vitamin combinations at lower levels as therapy for patients with AMD. The purpose of this study was to examine and quantify the effects of vitamin E pretreatment or combined vitamin A plus vitamin C pretreatment on OS-induced AP1 expression in the RPE, and to determine if combinations of vitamins at “sub-therapeutic” lower doses has an additive or synergistic protective effect against OS in the RPE.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Reagents

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium: Nutrient Mixture F-12 (DMEM/F12 as a 1:1 mixture, Invitrogen), fetal bovine serum (FBS, Atlanta Biologicals), L-glutamine (Lonza), penicillin (Lonza), streptomycin (Lonza), trypsin-EDTA, H2O2 (Sigma Aldrich), REGM media (Lonza), vitamin E (α-Tocopherol, Sigma Aldrich), vitamin A (Sigma Aldrich), vitamin C (Sigma Aldrich), TRI reagent (Sigma Aldrich), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, Sigma Aldrich), Reverse Transcription (RT) system (Promega), 1X SYBR® Green master mix (Applied Biosystems).

2.2. Cell Culture Conditions, Vitamin Pretreatment, and Oxidative Stress Exposure

The cell line ARPE-19, a naturally arising, immortal retinal pigment epithelial cell line obtained from the eye of a normal 19 year old male, was obtained from ATCC, and was cultured at 37°C and 5% CO2 in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium: Nutrient Mixture F-12 (DMEM/F12) media supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 2 mM L-glutamine, and 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 µg/ml streptomycin. When cultures reached confluence, as determined visually by brightfield microscopy, cells were detached by incubation with trypsin-EDTA, diluted 1:5 and plated in 6-well dishes for experiments. The formula for DMEM/F12 medium can be found at: http://www.thermofisher.com/us/en/home/technical-resources/media-formulation.54.html.

Confluent cultures of ARPE-19 cells were pretreated with vitamins for 3 days prior to exposure to 500 µM H2O2 OS as described previously [46]. We selected the dosage and duration of OS exposure based on our prior work with ARPE-19 cells [46]. The concentration of vitamin C was selected based on our previous experiments [47] and the concentrations of vitamin A and E were selected based on a literature search of similar studies. Briefly, cultures were maintained in REGM media (contains 0.5% serum, EGF, insulin, hydrocortisone and transferrin) for 3 days with vitamin E (0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2.5, 5, or 7.5 µM) or combined vitamin A (10 or 15 µM) and C (50 or 100 µM). To avoid any chemical interaction between vitamins and H2O2, the media was then replaced with conditioned REGM media (without vitamins) 24 h prior to OS exposure. APRE-19 cells were exposed to OS for 1 - 4 h by addition of fresh H2O2 (500 µM) to the conditioned REGM media. Cultures were either lysed prior to OS exposure (0 h) or 1 h, 4 h or 8 h after exposure to OS by addition of TRI reagent to the wells and total cellular RNA was isolated from the cells as recommended by the manufacturer [47] [48]. We generated a vitamin E that would not precipitate out of solution by dissolving vitamin E (α-Tocopherol) in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) at a concentration of 3.0 mM, which was then serially diluted with FBS to generate 200× concentrated vitamin E-FBS stock solutions (100 µM to 1500 µM) [49]. We used these vitamin E-FBS solutions to make REGM media containing 0.5% FBS, 0 - 7.5 µM vitamin E and 0.05% DMSO. All procedures were performed under dim red light illumination to minimize the potential influence of light on RPE gene expression.

2.3. Real-Time qPCR Studies

Total cellular RNA was isolated from the cells after OS exposure using TRI reagent, and 1.0 µg of total RNA was reverse transcribed (RT) to cDNA using random hexamer primers, as described previously [46] [47]. Briefly, real-time qPCR was performed using an ABI PRISM® 7700 Sequence Detection System with 1/40 of the cDNA product, 1X SYBR® Green master mix and 120 nM each primer. The qPCR reaction conditions were 50°C for 2 min, 95°C for 10 min, followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 15s and 60°C for 1 min. We use Ct and differences in Ct (ΔCt) as measures of gene expression levels (and differences in expression) and maintain these
scales in the reporting of our results. In RT-PCR, a one unit decrease on the ∆Ct-scale equates to a two-fold increase in induced expression, and vice versa. Likewise, the first, second, third, etc. additional cycle, Ct, corresponds to a $2^1 = 2$ fold, $2^2 = 4$ fold, $2^3 = 8$-fold decrease in induced gene expression. We use this relationship to translate throughout, e.g., ∆Ct = 0.5 to a $2^{0.5} = 1.41$ fold decrease of gene expression. Each reaction was performed in triplicate. Primer sequences included FBJ murine osteosarcoma viral oncogene homolog B (FOSB) [GenBank: NM_006732]: forward, 5’-GTG TGA GCG CTT CTG CAG C - 3’, reverse, 5’-CCA ATT CAA CGG CTC GCT T - 3’; CFOS [GenBank: NM_005252.3]: forward, 5’-TGT CTG TGG CTT CCC TTG ATC TGA- 3’, reverse, 5’-TGG ATG CTG GGA ACA GGA AGT - 3’; ATF3 [GenBank: NM_001674.3]: forward, 5’-ACG TGT ATT GTC CGG GCT CAG AAT - 3’, reverse, 5’-AGG AAG ACA GCT CTC CAA TGG CTT - 3’.

2.4. Statistical Methods

We collected the data in triplicate samples from three independent experiments and analyzed expression of FOSB, CFOS and ATF3 0 - 8 h after OS. We normalized each data point relative to those obtained for 0 µM vitamin pretreatment at each respective OS time point (∆Ct), for each of the three independent experiments. In quantitative RT-PCR, a one unit decrease on the ∆Ct-scale equates to a two-fold increase in induced transcription and vice versa. We used the computational platforms R (v. 2.15.1) and R-package “multcomp” (v.1.2 - 15) and (v.2.15.1 ×64) by Hothorn et al. [50] for statistical analysis of vitamin E and vitamin A plus C data, respectively.

For vitamin E pretreatment, we used statistical methods as described previously [47]. Briefly, we control the family-wise error rate of these tests at $\alpha = 0.05$ (Bonferroni method [51]) and used ANOVA to derive confidence intervals for pair-wise comparisons of the gene expression levels associated with the vitamin E levels 0 – 8 h OS (8 h data not shown). For each gene, we controlled the 95% family-wise confidence level for these intervals by adjusting the confidence intervals for the multiple comparisons (21 pair-wise comparisons) using Tukey’s method [52]. Point estimates of mean differences in ∆Ct values at the various vitamin E pretreatment levels (vertical scale, Figure 1) are shown as solid circles. Confidence intervals that include the 0 vertical axis correspond to statistically non-significant differences (dotted line, Figure 1).

For combined vitamin A and C pretreatment, we applied essentially a design known as two-factor factorial experiment with both factors, vitamin A and C, tested on respective “low” and “high” levels only, where response was measured relative to specimen that lacked pre-treatments with vitamins. We fit separate linear models for each gene with ∆Ct as the dependent outcome variable and the vitamin A and C levels as “explanatory” variables on a coded scale from $-1$ (respective “low level”) to $+1$ (respective “high level”) [53]. Our specific research question relates to the statistical model structure as follows: Since we used low concentrations of vitamin C, we included the vitamin C factor in the models independent of its statistical significance (sub-therapeutic levels of vitamin C). If vitamin A has an additional effect on vitamin C-mediated OS responses in RPE cells in vitro, then we should find the main effect vitamin A parameter to be statistically significant in a model already containing vitamin C. If, in addition, a synergistic effect is present between vitamin C and A pretreatments, then we should find the interaction term between vitamin A and C to be statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Vitamin E Pretreatment Modulates OS-Induced AP1 Expression in the RPE

Because oxidative stress (OS) exposure is considered a key mechanism in AMD disease pathology and because we have shown that 500 µM H2O2 OS time-dependently increases mRNA and protein levels of AP1 transcription factors, we examined the ability of vitamin E treatment to modulate OS-induced AP1 expression in RPE cells in vitro. We exposed ARPE-19 cells to 0 - 7.5 µM vitamin E for 3 days, incubated cells in vitamin-free conditioned media for 24 h, exposed the cells to 500 µM H2O2 OS for 0 - 4 h, and AP1 expression was quantified 0 - 8 h after OS exposure using qRT-PCR, as described previously [47]. Consistent with our previous data, exposure of RPE cells to 500 µM H2O2 OS without vitamin pretreatment caused an increase in FOSB and ATF3 expression that was maximal at 4 h OS and returned to baseline levels within 8 h, and a rapid increase in CFOS expression at 1 h OS that returned to baseline levels within 4 h of OS (data not shown). Pretreatment with 2.5 - 7.5 µM vitamin E significantly decreased OS-induced FOSB expression at 1 h and 4 h OS (maximum ∆Ct = 1.4
Figure 1. Quantitative assessment of vitamin E pretreatment on AP1 gene expression following OS. The data shows the effect of increasing levels of vitamin E pretreatment on FOSB, CFOS, and ATF3 expression in APRE-19 cells at 1 h and 4 h after exposure to 500 μM H₂O₂ oxidative stress. The displayed intervals have a 95% family-wise confidence level and are corrected for the 21 discrete pair-wise comparisons using Tukey’s method. Point estimates of mean differences in Ct values at the various vitamin E levels (vertical scale) are shown as solid circles. Confidence intervals that include 0 (dotted line) correspond to statistically non-significant differences in mean Ct values. Example of interpretation: FOSB at 1h (upper left panel) shows significant differences of 2.5 vs 0 μM—see “2.5 - 0” on vertical axis—, but lack of such difference for 1.5 vs 0 μM—see “1.5 - 0” on vertical axis.
and 0.68), CFOS expression at 1 h OS (maximum ΔCt = 0.89), and ATF3 expression at 1 h and 4 h OS (maximum ΔCt = 1.19 and 0.59), relative to controls (Table 1). We observed a “threshold” response of vitamin E on OS-induced AP1 expression in which vitamin E levels less than 2.5 µM were ineffective at modulating OS-induced AP1 expression, and vitamin E levels above 2.5 µM did not further reduce AP1 expression.

To determine if there is a dose-dependent effect of vitamin E on AP1 expression, we used Tukey’s method to display the confidence intervals for pair-wise differences of vitamin E treatment on AP1 expression (Figure 1). Non-significant differences are indicated by values that include the dotted 0-vertical line, and are seen in response to doses from 0.5 µM - 1.5 µM vitamin E pretreatment on AP1 expression at 1 h and 4 h OS relative to no treatment controls. Significant differences in the mean ΔCt are observed at pretreatment of 2.5 - 7.5 µM vitamin E for FOSB at 1 h and 4 h OS, CFOS at 1 h OS and ATF3 at 1 h and 4 h OS when compared to 0.5 - 1.5 µM vitamin E pretreatment and no treatment controls (Figure 1). However, no significant differences were observed when comparing responses above 2.5 µM vitamin E. Thus, no dose-dependent response was observed. This suggests that the effect of vitamin E on OS-induced AP1 expression depended only on threshold dose of 2.5 µM without any dose-dependent response to higher doses of vitamin E. The absence of an evident effect for CFOS at 4 h OS is due to the fact that OS-induced CFOS expression rapidly returns to baseline within 4 h OS.

3.2. Combined Pretreatment with Vitamin A and C Modulates RPE Response to OS

We have previously shown that 200 µM vitamin C reduces OS-induced AP1 expression, while 100 µM showed a small but statistically insignificant effect on AP1 expression [47]. To determine if combined treatment with “sub-therapeutic” doses of vitamins would enhance their protective effect, we pretreated ARPE-19 cells with combined vitamin A (10 µM or 15 µM) plus vitamin C (50 µM or 100 µM) and exposed the cells to OS as described above. OS-induced FOSB expression was significantly reduced by pretreatment with 100 µM vitamin C and 15 µM vitamin A at 1 h OS and at all tested vitamin levels at 4 h OS (maximum ΔCt = 1.49 and 2.12, respectively) (Table 2). At 1 h OS, CFOS expression was significantly reduced by all vitamin pretreatment levels except 100 µM vitamin C plus 10 µM vitamin A, and was significantly reduced by all vitamin pretreatment levels at 4 h OS (maximum ΔCt = 2.3 and 1.32, respectively) (Table 2). OS-induced ATF3 expression was significantly reduced by pretreatment with 100 µM vitamin C and 15 µM vitamin A at 1 h OS and by 50 µM vitamin C and 10 µM vitamin A at 4 h OS (ΔCt = 1.74 and 0.56, respectively) (Table 2).

To understand the nature of the effect of combined vitamin C and A pretreatment, we normalized the ΔCt values to 50 µM vitamin C plus 10 µM vitamin A, and compared the consequences of increasing vitamin A or C

### Table 1. Effect of Different Concentrations of Vitamin E Pretreatment on OS-induced FOSB, CFOS, and ATF3 Gene Expression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VitE</th>
<th>ΔCt</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
<th>ΔCt</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.5 µM</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0 µM</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.0072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5 µM</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 µM</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.2628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0 µM</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.0925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5 µM</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.0063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 µM</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0 µM</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.2921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5 µM</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ΔCt are estimated differences between the indicated vitamin E pretreatment level (2.5, 5, or 7.5 µM) minus the 0 µM vitamin E value at 1 and 4 h OS, respectively, as indicated in the table, fitting a separate linear model for each combination of gene and vitamin E level that incorporates experiment ID as a factor. P-Values: marginal P-values for ΔCt are given (two-sided tests for 0 difference). *Remain statistically significant on family-wise error rate α = 0.05 after Bonferroni correction for the conducted 72 tests (additional VitE levels of 0.5, 1, and 1.5 µM and data from 0 h and 8 h not shown in table but were included in testing).
levels on AP1 expression. This analysis indicates if there is a protective effect (vitamin pretreatments lower AP1 expression), an additive effect (meaning the decrease in AP1 expression is equal to the sum of the effect of exposure to only vitamin C or only vitamin A), a synergistic effect (meaning the decrease in AP1 expression is greater than the sum of individual treatment with vitamin C or vitamin A), or an antagonistic effect (meaning combined treatment is less effective than treatment with either vitamin alone). The fitted linear models for each gene with ΔCt as the dependent outcome, as a function of the respective “low” and “high” values for vitamin A and C (including any possible interactions), resulted in the following findings within the range of administered vitamin A and C levels: For \textit{FOSB} at 4 h, (time point of maximal OS response transcription) we conclude that there is an additive protective effect of pretreatment with vitamin A and C with respect to transcription levels but no evidence for a synergistic effect (no interaction-term in the model). For \textit{CFOS} at 1 h, (time point of maximal OS response transcription) we conclude that there is a substantial interaction between vitamin A and C (statistically, \textit{i.e.}, as related to the transcription level, not necessarily in terms of chemical/biological interaction between these agents) that modulates the effect of each vitamin on AP1 expression levels depending on whether the other vitamin is administered in its respective “low” or “high” dose. A potentially protective effect is only achieved when 100 µM vitamin C are concurrently administered with 15 µM vitamin A, and is not observed when a lower dose of either vitamin is delivered. For \textit{ATF3} at 4 h, (time point of maximal OS response transcription) we conclude that there is a potentially protective effect of a pretreatment with the higher dose of vitamin A, but no statistically significant change in transcription level could be found when changing vitamin C from 50 to 100 µM, at least when 10 or 15 µM vitamin A are concurrently administered.

4. Discussion

Elevated exposure to OS is thought to play an important role in many diseases, including AMD. The RPE are exposed to chronically elevated levels of OS due to exposure to multiple endogenous (lipofuscin-sensitized photo-oxidation, digestion of outer segments, etc.) and exogenous (UV light exposure, cigarette smoking, etc.) stressors. This elevated ROS levels can be neutralized by endogenous antioxidant enzymes or by consumption of dietary vitamins. Currently, antioxidant-containing multivitamin supplements are taken as preventive agents for AMD because of their known antioxidant and anti-inflammatory activity and because they have been shown
to be clinically effective for more advanced stages of AMD [5] [6] [54]. Identification of vitamins and nutraceuticals that are effective at limiting OS in the retina may increase treatment options for diseases, like AMD.

We have previously shown that OS-induced AP1 gene expression can be used as a quantitative biomarker of OS in a lab-based assay to examine the efficacy of vitamin treatment. AP1 transcription factors (FOSB, CFOS, and ATF3) are early responders whose mRNA and protein levels are dose- and time-dependently increased 1 - 8 h after exposure to OS [46]. The expression of other AP1 transcription factors (i.e. JUNB and CJUN) were also modestly activated by OS exposure, but were excluded from our biomarker assay because the small quantitative effect would make it difficult to identify modulation of this OS-induced response [46]. Pretreatment with 200 μM vitamin C was shown to modulate OS-induced AP1 expression, while a lower “sub-therapeutic” dose of vitamin C (100 μM) alone had a small though statistically insignificant protective effect [47]. Here we tested the efficacy of combined vitamin A and C exposure to modulate OS-induced AP1 gene expression in RPE cells. We observed an additive effect of vitamin A and C on FOSB expression at 4 h OS, a potential protective effect of 100 μM vitamin C and 15 μM vitamin A on CFOS expression at 1 h OS, and a potential protective effect for 15 μM vitamin A only on ATF3 expression at 4 h OS. We did not detect a synergistic effect of vitamin A and C on AP1 expression, but the effect of combined vitamin C plus A pretreatment was greater than with “sub-therapeutic” levels of vitamin C (100 μM) alone [47]. Thus, combined treatment with lower levels of vitamins can enhance the protective effect of exposure to a higher dose using a single vitamin. Some vitamins are known to interact with each other and analysis of their combined effect on OS-mediated AP1 expression warrants further investigation. For example, vitamin C can reduce vitamin E radicals to restore vitamin E antioxidant function [24] [29] [55]-[57]. Identification of vitamin combinations that are efficacious in multivitamin formulations at lower concentrations may limit adverse side effects and allow more vitamins to be physically packaged into an oral formulation.

We also examined the effect of vitamin E on OS-induced AP1 expression. Vitamin E pretreatment reduced OS-induced AP1 expression at a dose of ≥2.5 μM (Figure 1), which was not further reduced by pretreatment with higher levels of vitamin E. The vitamin E levels tested were within the physiological range of vitamin E in vivo (the normal vitamin E range in human serum is ~30 μmol/L) [58]. Vitamin E is an essential dietary substance for human health, and vitamin E deficiency in humans is associated with neurological and retinal abnormalities and other systemic manifestations. Vitamin E encompasses a group of eight fat-soluble compounds, of which α-tocopherol is the important biological molecule because it is selectively absorbed by the liver, through its interaction with α-tocopherol transfer protein (TTPA) [59]-[62]. Maintenance of vitamin E levels in the eye is important for preservation of normal retinal morphology and visual function. Vitamin E deficiency, caused by a diet lacking vitamin E or by mutations of the TTPA gene, can cause retinitis pigmentosa [63]-[66], degenerative damage to the mouse retina [67], disorganized rod outer segments in rats and the accumulation of large lipofuscin granules leading to apoptosis in RPE cells [68] [69]. This effect also can be exacerbated by a diet which is also low in vitamin A [69]. OS has been shown to increases TTPA expression, thus high levels of OS in RPE cells may also increase TTPA expression and retinal vitamin E levels [59] [70] [71]. In addition to its radical-scavenging properties, vitamin E also alters gene expression, inhibits cell growth and inhibits PKC activity, which may enable vitamin E to indirectly regulate vascular endothelial growth factor-induced blood-retinal barrier dysfunction and neovascular AMD [72]-[75]. Vitamin E treatment, alone and in combination with vitamin C, has been shown to protect some cells, including ARPE-19 cells, from OS-induced cell damage, at least in part through reduced expression of AP1 and activation of Nr2 and the phase II antioxidant enzymes [27] [49] [76]-[81]. Thus our results are consistent with published effects of vitamin E on OS-induced AP1 expression. While we only tested AP1 responses, it is possible that vitamin E also protects the RPE through activation of other transcription factors, like NRF2 and increased expression of antioxidant enzymes [82] [83].

Vitamin A consists of a group of fat-soluble compounds, whose functional biological metabolites plays an essential role in the immunity, embryogenesis, cellular growth and metabolism, visual cycle and retinal function [84]. Vitamin A metabolites can alter the cellular redox status through its antioxidant activities and by activating nuclear retinoic acid receptors and retinoid “X” receptors which can antagonize AP1-mediated gene expression, and can regulate expression of genes that protect the cell from apoptosis and alter the cellular redox status [12] [85]-[88]. Vitamin A is also able to repress both matrix metalloproteinase activity [89] [90] and VEGF expression [91], both of which are correlated with the development of neovascular AMD. Tissue levels of vitamin A metabolites are maintained by cyclical reactions, which recycle vitamin A and prevent its depletion. Importantly, vitamin A deficiency or genetic mutations that impair vitamin A renewal cause retinal degeneration and vision
loss in mouse models [92]. However, vitamin A toxicity may occur because the absorption of preformed vitamin A does not have a mechanism to control its levels and prevent toxicity [93] [94]. Thus a lower vitamin A dose may reduce cellular toxicity while preserving therapeutic efficacy.

5. Conclusion

Using AP1 transcription as an in vitro biomarker for OS in the RPE, we have shown that there are optimal levels of vitamin supplementation (≥2.5 µM Vitamin E or 100 µM vitamin C plus 15 µM vitamin A) that protect the RPE from OS-induced activation AP1 gene expression in vitro. Additionally, combined treatment with lower doses of vitamin A (15 µM) plus vitamin C (100 µM) can enhance the effectiveness modulating OS responses over higher doses of single vitamins alone in vitro. These results suggest that optimal antioxidant nutrition may be best achieved by a balance of low levels of dietary nutrients that enhances the protective effect of each other, not through the large dose, reductionist strategies currently employed by the nutritional supplement industry and consumed by the public. We propose that biomarkers, like the AP1 transcription factors, can be used to define molecular responses to new drugs and nutritional antioxidants that mitigate OS in the RPE. Laboratory-based assays can allow exploration of the therapeutic efficacy of known and new antioxidants, optimize dosing associated with beneficial biological responses and explore potential inhibitory interactions between compounds in vitro, prior to testing in expensive clinical trials, which may lead to the discovery of additional and more effective treatments for diseases like AMD.
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